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 Culture can be defined as a set of values and beliefs that a group of people share.  

Hungarian culture can be described as grand in folk tradition.  A continuum is one 

function of Kluckhohn and Stordbeck’s four functions of cultural patterns. One of these 

four functions is referred to as the common human problems, which refers to five basic 

questions people of all cultures have to answer. The continuum depicts placing the 

answers to these questions on a continuum, not all answers are black and white and there 

is grey area in everything.  A continuum is an important concept to understand before one 

can fully comprehend Hofestede’s dimensions of culture.  There are extremes with each 

of Hofestede’s dimensions, these two extremes would be located on opposite sides of a 

continuum, therefore by understanding this concept one is fully able to understand how 

culture is located on a continuum.  Hofestede’s four dimensions of culture that would be 

placed on opposite ends of a continuum are individualism versus collectivism, high 

versus low power distances, masculinity versus femininity and high versus low 

uncertainty avoidance.  Hungarian culture can be easily understood by thinking of each of 

Hofestede’s four dimensions of culture on a continuum.  

 Individualism and collectivism are two opposite dimensions of culture.  An 

individualistic culture is when a culture values each person separately. People who reside 

an individualistic culture look out for themselves as opposed to others.  A collectivistic 

culture has great value for a group as a whole as opposed to each person individually. In a 

collectivistic culture family and national needs are more important than individual needs.  

Hungary as a whole is a very individualistic society.  Looking at Hungary on a continuum 

with valuing individualism on the left of the continuum and collectivism all the way to 



the right, Hungary would fall very far to the left.  Hofestede believed that individualists 

value challenges, freedom and material rewards. Hungarians can be seen as individualists 

because they work hard to achieve their goals and they want individual 

acknowledgement. Hungarian culture is full of artistic expression; they love folk art, 

music and value these artists as well as the patrons of the arts.  With this love for the arts 

comes a great love for the artists as individuals.  This great respect for individual’s ability 

to perform makes this country easy to understand as an individualistic society.  Nobody 

understands the pressures of an individualistic society as much as the people who are 

valued for their talents, as a famous Hungarian writer once said, “It is not enough to be 

Hungarian; you must have talent as well” (Bori, 2005, pg 82).  In a collectivistic society 

people would not be focusing on the attributes and talents of the individual, they would 

praise the family and the society for raising a person with such great talents.  

 High and low power distances are such opposite ideas, on a spectrum they would 

be on opposing ends.  A high power distance society implies that the culture embraces the 

differential stances of someone with power as opposed to the subordinate. Cultures with 

high power distances believe that some people should have more control and some 

people should be in control.  A low power distance society believes that everybody is on 

somewhat of an equal spectrum.  Cultures with low power distances are inclined to not be 

subordinate to other people, regardless of their rank and place in society.  If low power 

distance was situated all the way to the left on a continuum and high power distance on 

the opposite end, Hungarian culture would fall somewhere in the middle.  Hungarian 

culture falls somewhat in the middle of the power distance continuum because 

Hungarians can be slow to warm.  Hungarians will often treat you in the beginning very 



formally and with great respect, the more you get to know the person the more informal 

the interactions will become. “Traditionally, the Hungarian shows respect and deference 

in such things as greetings and use of last names. Therefore, do not expect to use first 

names right from the beginning” (1991, 51).  Today’s Hungarian society is different than 

it was in the past, just like many other countries.  Therefore the power distance that 

would have been present in the past is changing to a more equal society.  

 Masculinity versus femininity is a very big topic in many cultures.  Masculinity is 

defined by characteristics a person possesses, being assertive, valuing achievement, 

having wealth, being dominant and competitive are a few of them.  Femininity is also 

defined by characteristic and attributes, valuing relationships, nurturing, being 

compassionate, affectionate and sensitive.  Hungarian culture falls very far on the 

masculinity side of the continuum.  Hungarian culture by nature is a very masculine 

society.  Eastern Europe is known for wanting to be seen as a very dominant and strong 

culture, with Hungary being placed in Eastern Europe they also want to be seen in this 

domineering light.  Individualistic societies value individual achievement, the same is 

true for a masculine society, being competitive and dominant are traits that go hand in 

hand with an individual.   Hungarian greetings can is a simple way of seeing the 

masculinity attribute of the culture.  When meeting, “greet people with a firm handshake, 

look in their  eyes and say your name” (Bori, 2005, pg. 121).  This type of assertiveness 

is important for showing your dominance and masculinity.  When relatives or close 

friends meet, women and men exchange a kiss on each cheek, as does a woman to 

another woman, two men do not exchange a kiss, as this as seen as too affectionate  



(Bori, 2005 pg 123). Masculine societies value very different attributes then feminine 

societies.  Hungary is an example of an extreme masculine society.  

 Uncertainty Avoidance is the degree to which a culture tolerates ambiguity.  A 

high uncertainty avoidance society values sameness.  A low uncertainty avoidance 

society tolerates ambiguity in their culture. Uncertainty avoidance is very big part of a 

cultures tendency, on a continuum Hungarian culture is a very high uncertainty avoidance 

society.  Hungarians appreciate sameness in their life, although there has been a lot of 

change in their history.  The change in Hungarian history has been mostly for the worse; 

they have been through many takeovers, as well as unsuccessful wars, (Branfman, 1996, 

pg 8).  When change is good, people are more willing to accept it and move forward, 

when change is tragic societies become unwilling to want it.  Hungarian culture values 

traditions and customs, they value art, music and film, change from traditions is what 

makes this culture high in uncertainty avoidance.  

 Hofestede’s dimensions of culture as a continuum lets different cultures evaluate 

them on a basic scale.  This evaluation can be good if one knows of the cultures traditions 

and customs, but if one does not, the judgment can be negative. Hungarian culture is 

known for its individualistic, masculine, minimal power distance, and high uncertainty 

avoidance, but with these characteristics is a background into their society.  By taking a 

look deeper into different culture, one is able to comprehend why a society is the way it 

is.  At first look Hungarian culture can be easily understood by thinking of each of 

Hofestede’s four dimensions of culture on a continuum.  
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